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Perfect wines for a perfect meal at Bianca’s

Last Saturday approximately 60 of us enjoyed one of the best dining bargains of the 
year. Jennifer Murray and Pesantez and Segovia Importers (pesantezandsegovia.com) 
presented an evening of entertainment, food and wine at Bianca’s. The wines, by the 
great Spanish wineries of Vega Sicilia and Lopez de Heredia, were paired with a 5-
course meal prepared by Bianca’s Chef Peter LaPier. The cost was $180 per person 
with a portion going to Iris Kirby House. Given that two of the wines served retail at over 
$400 per bottle, it was a great opportunity. 

The evening began with a reception in Bianca’s main floor bar with a glass of dry 
Oremus Mandolas 2006, produced by Vega Sicilia’s Hungarian winery. (The evening 
ended with a sweet Tokaji from the very same winery.) After a live performance of solo 
violin, local dance instructor, Christina Penney, treated us to a mesmerizing 10-minute 
flamenco dance. Her hair was tied back, revealing dramatic hoop earrings. She wore the 
traditional red flamenco dress with white polka dots and ruffled border. This was 
contrasted with a plain, matching red camisole. Her footwork was most impressive, not 
to mention the dramatic and graceful way she used her arms and hands to evoke 
emotion. Then it was on to dinner and more wine in Bianca’s cosy upstairs dining room.

First course
Before long our first course arrived with colours similar to Christina’s flamenco dress. At 
centre plate was a thin, delicate slice of bright copper coloured salmon gravlax. It had 
been partially anointed with drops of lemon sabayon, rich with egg yolk. The remainder 
of the teaspoon’s contents was drizzled freestyle onto the bare plate. Resting on the 
gravlax was a ceviche of salmon and halibut formed approximately into a square. This 
was garnished with small cubes of perfectly ripened avocado, faintly perfumed with 
lemon balm. The less subtle salmon flavour was effectively interrupted by the tender, 
rich halibut. I liked the blend of textures in the dish and the addition of avocado and 
sabayon made it luxurious. Vina Tondonia Reserva White was paired with the seafood 
course. The dry wine’s complex, assertive flavours were a perfect contrast to the subtle 
ceviche. 

With the transition to our duck course came another good wine choice, a sturdy 2000 
Lopez de Heredia Vina Tondonia Reserva Red. It especially complimented the bola - 
Spanish for ball - of ground duck and Iberian ham. The spherical duck and pork combo 
had been encased in a thin, crisp layer of golden cornbread. Once cracked the shell 
gave way to a juicy morsel of glistening minced meat. The bola, as well as a Peruvian 
potato tortellini - that helped provide a subdued frame for the meaty flavours of the dish - 
was accented beautifully by a fragrant reduction of cherry sarsaparilla. Chef Peter LaPier 
knows well how to marry flavours and textures. 

Belly pork
Third course was a delicious celebration of pork. I would also describe it as a lesson on 
the value of the flavour of fat in food. A slice of belly pork, the size of a small hamburger 
patty, provided the base of a construction that achieved some height thanks to what 
looked like an asymmetrically shaped piece of dry celeriac stalk. But, back to the belly 



pork. The pork had been stuffed with a sweet mixture of dates and figs, which formed 
the core of the slice. Next to the core was a succulent ring of pink meat surrounded on 
the outside by a neat ring of fat, slightly crispy at its edge.

A quenelle of creamy puree made from the too often ignored vegetable, celeriac, was 
placed on the pork slice, into which was stuck the tall dry stalk garnish. Extra porky 
flavour came from a garnish of pork jerky. Basic cooking principles, simple, honest 
ingredients and the care and attention of a skilled cook had been employed to create a 
balanced, wonderful tasting dish. 2005 Albion, a robust red from Vega Sicilia made a 
hearty match. (I think this vintage will taste even more impressive in a few more years.)  

Chef LaPier prepared an uncomplicated peasant dish of lamb and beans to highlight 
what for me was the most spectacular wine of the evening - 1999 Unico by Vega Sicilia. 
This vintage is the definition of refinement.  It’s deeply layered and dark - despite its age. 
I tasted subtle, complex flavours - raspberry, cherry and leather to name a few - from 
perfect tempranillo and cabernet grapes. The cassoulet of braised lamb shoulder and 
vanilla cocoa pinto beans provided just the right amount of earthy contrast to make the 
wine truly sing. What a pleasure it was to taste this superb marriage of food and wine. 

Rum baba
Our dessert was a baba au rhum with a supporting cast of various delights. Chef LaPier 
had made individual babas for each of us. The syrupy rum soaked cakes did not 
disappoint. Half the plate was drizzled with peach syrup in which sat a few preserved 
apricots as well as the baba au rhum. A spoonful of bruléed sabayon occupied the other 
half of the plate, as well as an edible hibiscus flower, preserved in syrup, that tasted of 
crunchy rhubarb and raspberries. Toasted crumbs and what appeared to be fruit caviar 
were also strewn about the plate as well. I was in heaven as I made my way through 
each element of our final dish.  

A glass of 2000 Oremus Tokaji Aszú 5 Puttonyos accompanied dessert. For some, very 
sweet wines like this are an acquired taste. Personally I would have been quite happy 
with a wine of this high quality on its own. This particular Tokaji’s acidity allowed it to 
stand up admirably to Chef La Pier’s sweet plate. Another food choice for this wine might 
have been a superior quality blue cheese. The qualities of the Tokaji, including its strong 
note of apricot fruit would have made an excellent match for a cheese of such character. 

Jennifer Murray and Pesantez and Segovia were thrilled with the evening they produced 
in association with Bianca’s. It was a night of perfect wines for a perfect meal. The event 
also allowed guests to fully appreciate the talent and skill of a fine chef, Peter LaPier.

An acknowledgement 
Saturday night was everything a “dining out” experience should be, and Bianca’s played 
a major role. This caused me to reflect on an important part of our culinary history that 
deserves to be acknowledged. Let’s remember that Bianca’s, led by Bianca Tzanov, was 
one of the first Newfoundland restaurants to embrace the concept of providing expertly 
cooked, innovative dishes (often with local ingredients) and wines of distinction, in 
attractive, casual surroundings. They raised the bar higher than ever and others have 
followed their lead. Over the years many talented cooks and chefs made careers for 
themselves at Bianca’s. Hopefully many more will. For this and for all the wonderful 
dining experiences and fun nights they have been responsible for we owe Bianca’s, its 
staff and Bianca and Nick Tzanov themselves a big thank you.  



Karl’s Notebook
Coming up on One Chef One Critic - Sunday, Oct. 10 - the tourism expert and 
Destination St. John’s Chairperson, Mark McCarthy, tells us what tourists like about 
Newfoundland; and we fire up the grill for lamb shish kebabs. Also, Julia Kwon of J. 
Korean Restaurant shows us how to make her famous St. John’s roll. That’s Sunday at 7 
p.m. on One Chef One Critic, exclusively on Rogers TV Cable 9.
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